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Abstract

The design of high performance computing systems

requires many design decisions based on performance,

cost, power consumption, and possibly other criteria.

Decisions made in the early, high-level speci�cation

phase are critical to developing a successful product.

We describe a methodology which allows the architect

to explore alternatives at all design levels for di�erent

technology options. We use our approach to explore

tradeo�s in the design of high performance multipro-

cessor servers using next-generation VLSI technology.

The performance of a wide range of machine con�gu-

rations varying in architectural options and technology

parameters is explored for several SPEC benchmarks.

1 Introduction

Architectural innovations and improvements in

VLSI technology have produced a rapid increase in

microprocessor performance. Recently announced

microprocessors[6, 9, 14] are projected to exceed 300

SPECint92 and 500 SPECfp92 in uniprocessor per-

formance. The high clock rate and memory band-

width requirements of these powerful engines, coupled

with the lag in a corresponding improvement in board-

level packaging and memory technology, creates di�-

cult problems for designers of high performance, multi-

processor servers built around these microprocessors.

Designers must squeeze even more performance out

of these technologies, while keeping cost within rea-

son. Making optimal architectural and technology de-

cisions in the early, high-level speci�cation phase of

machine development is crucial to ensuring that a ro-

bust, cost-e�ective product is developed.

As the microprocessor is only one element of an

overall system architecture, it behooves the architect

to consider the structure of the overall machine ar-

chitecture when making decisions on the microproces-

sor's internal architecture. Knowledge of the available

VLSI, packaging, SRAM, and DRAM technologies is

necessary to assess how to partition the machine and

to assess the impact on performance of selecting var-

ious architectural and technology options. A compre-

hensive analysis environment, in which alternatives at

all architectural levels in addition to technology op-

tions can be explored, is necessary for ensuring that

optimal design decisions are made in developing next-

generation multiprocessor servers.

To address the complex tradeo�s involved in de-

veloping high performance systems, we have devel-

oped the System Tradeo�Analysis Toolset (STATS),

which integrates trace-driven simulation, analytical

modeling, and Spice simulation tools that are used

to analyze all architectural levels in the context of

the underlying VLSI and packaging technologies. The

semi-automatic nature of STATS facilitates the rapid

exploration of a wide variety of architectural options,

while the integration of all architectural levels and the

incorporation of technology limitations ensures accu-

racy. In this paper, we use STATS to evaluate the

complex, multidimensional design space of a multipro-

cessor server, and thereby demonstrate how the tool

can be used to pare down the design space to a more

managable realm.

2 STATS Overview

Figure 1 shows the overall structure of STATS.

STATS contains over 600 architectural and technol-

ogy parameters that can be varied by the architect.

Architectural parameters span the processor, cache hi-

erarchy, multiprocessor interconnect, and main mem-

ory system. Technology parameters include ASIC and

microprocessor VLSI technology, packaging at all lev-

els (chip, daughtercard, board, backplane), and the

SRAM and DRAM technology. In addition, the sys-

tem topology describes the overall connection of the

various system components. For example, the proces-

sor, memory, and I/O modules may all lie on the same

board, be packaged in a daughtercard-motherboard

arrangement, or in a board-backplane con�guration.

The architect can modify numerous parameters to ex-
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Figure 1: STATS Tool Flow

periment with cost/performance tradeo�s with di�er-

ent types of packaging.

The Workload section of STATS consists of bench-

marks that are compiled for the Processor and Cache

Simulator and parameters for the Multiprocessor An-

alytical Model. An example of the latter is the proba-

bility of a cache store miss being found dirty in another

cache. The compiler is a modi�ed version of the Mul-

tiow Trace Scheduling compiler[8] that is targetted

to the Digital Alpha architecture.

At the heart of STATS are �ve main analysis tools.

The Processor and Cache Simulator is a trace-driven

simulation model of a pipelined superscalar CPU and

cache hierarchy. The simulator uses a modi�ed Al-

pha 21064 model that is highly parameterized so

that a broad range of architectures can be explored.

The Timing Analyzer determines the cycle time of

the processor and o�-chip logic (bus and main mem-

ory). A expanded version of Wilton's cache cycle time

model[16], which includes pipelining and multi-ported

arrays, is used to determine the cycle time of the

cache hierarchy. The cache access operation is bro-

ken down into a set of \substages", such as address

decode, array access, tag compare, data output, etc.

Each substage can become an individual stage in the

cycle time model, or be combined with adjacent sub-

stages to form a stage. The model can have 1 to 4

data stages, and 1 to 5 (direct mapped) or 1 to 6 (set

associative) tag stages for on-chip caches. For cache

arrays with less than the maximum number of stages,

the model calculates substage delays and recursively

�nds the combination of substages that minimizes cy-

cle time.

For o�-chip tag or data arrays, Spice modeling is

performed to determine the delays of the address and

data paths. Spice runs of the multiprocessor bus con-

�guration are then performed and analyzed. The o�-

chip clock multiple that the external logic must oper-

ate at is then determined by dividing the bus latency

(including clock to Q register delay, setup time, and

clock skew) by the processor cycle time, and round-

ing up to the next highest integer

1

. A higher o�-

chip clock multiple causes more processor cycles to

be needed for some operations, for example to tra-

verse the system bus. The Timing Analyzer then uses

timing information speci�ed in the Architectural Pa-

rameters to determine the number of processor cycles

needed to perform various bus operations. Overheads

for main memory operations are similarly determined

using Spice runs of control and datapath delays.

The Multiprocessor Analytical Model is a detailed

Mean-Value-Analysis (MVA) multiprocessor model

that extends previous MVA models in several ways[1].

Modern superscalar processors using latency reduction

techniques are modeled, and �ne details about the ar-

chitecture (for example, state machine overheads for

each operation type at each architectural level) can

be speci�ed. Analytical modeling was chosen over

trace-driven simulation since MVA models have been

shown[4] to provide good correlation with simulation

for throughput-oriented (server) environments with-

out incurring the long runtimes of simulation. Using

analytical modeling allows many di�erent uniproces-

sor and multiprocessor con�gurations to be explored

quickly and with su�cient accuracy. Once the design

space has been pared down, simulation can be used on

the smaller number of candidate con�gurations.

The Area and Power Consumption Models provide

estimates based on the system organization and elec-

trical and physical parameters. The clock rate infor-

mation from the Timing Analyzer also factors into the

power consumption calculations.

In order to produce results quickly, the system

builds up a database for the time-intensive portions

of the analysis, namely the Processor and Cache Sim-

ulator, the Spice simulators in the Timing Analyzer,

and the Workload/Compiler combination. A database

listing and result �les for previously performed sim-

ulation and compilation runs are maintained, and a

lookup is done before new runs are made. Thus, al-

though initially runtime can be long (a half an hour

or more), once a database of past runs is built up,

runtime can be as short as 15 seconds on a 175MHz

Alpha 3000 Model 600 workstation.

1

Non-integer multiples, e.g. 1.5, are used in some

machines[3], but we assume in this paper that integer multi-

ples are required.



It should be made clear that once the architect

sets the input parameters, STATS performs the en-

tire analysis without the need for manual interven-

tion, providing both �nal results as well as interme-

diate information (such as the bus cycle delays pro-

duced by the Timing Analyzer). Thus, the designer

is freed from the arduous and time-consuming task

of setting up inputs for and running individual tools.

Since extensive performance information is provided

by STATS, the architect can also set up scripts that

perform multiple runs to search the design space au-

tomatically.

The Compiler and Processor Simulator are cur-

rently being integrated into STATS. In the interim, we

are using traces of the SPEC benchmarks to drive the

models to explore cache and multiprocessor tradeo�s

not possible with other tools. The results reported in

the next section were obtained using this intermediate

version of STATS.

3 Tradeo�s in Designing High Perfor-

mance Multiprocessor Servers

The multidimensional design space of next-

generation multiprocessor servers presents a di�cult

challenge for the designer. The sheer size of the design

space and the interplay between di�erent architectural

levels and between architecture and technology makes

it extremely di�cult for the designer to make optimal

design choices. Due to its comprehensive nature and

fast execution speed, STATS allows the architect to

vary a wide range of parameters and quickly gauge

the performance of each con�guration. In the next

section, we describe some of the tradeo�s involved in

the design of next-generation servers, and describe the

range of parameters that we consider.

3.1 Design Space and Assumptions

Most current multiprocessor server systems[3, 5]

use a system bus routed on a central backplane on

which processor, memory, and I/O boards can be

added. This arrangement meets upgradability require-

ments and the aggressive main memory and I/O ob-

jectives of large con�gurations. To continue to meet

these criteria, we expect that next-generation multi-

processors will use a similar system organization. Like

the AlphaServer 2100[5], we assume from 1 to 4 pro-

cessors and that two I/O modules reside on the system

bus. We investigate using a maximum of 2 or 4 mem-

ory modules in the system. The former reduces bus

length and loading, while the latter reduces memory

contention through greater interleaving.

As current leading-edge microprocessors are imple-

mented in 0.5 micron technology, it is expected that

next-generation microprocessors will use a minimum

feature size of 0.35 microns. This high level of in-

tegration will permit the implementation of twice as

much on-chip cache as today's processors. As the Al-

pha 21164[14] has the largest on-chip L2 cache (96kB)

of current microprocessors implemented in 0.5 micron

technology, a 0.35 micron chip should easily be able

to support 192kB of on-chip L2 cache (with small

on-chip L1 caches). Alternatively, larger o�-chip L2

caches can be designed using fast SRAMs (32k�8[10]

and 128k�8[11] parts from Motorola, assumed to have

access times of 4ns and 6ns, respectively), and dual

address buses to minimize o�-chip delays. The perfor-

mance tradeo� between these options is faster on-chip

access time versus lower cache miss rates. As it is

unclear which organization provides best uniprocessor

and multiprocessor performance, especially consider-

ing a variety of other parameters, we analyze both on

and o�-chip cache options

2

. In all cases, however, we

assume that the L2 cache tags are integrated on-chip.

This permits faster tag lookup, and dual porting of

the tags for bus snooping. We also vary the degree

of on-chip array pipelining, and the width of the L2

cache data bus. A higher degree of L2 cache pipelin-

ing potentially reduces cycle time but at the expense

of increased latency. A wider cache data bus reduces

latency but possibly at the expense of increased cycle

time. We assume that the datapath between the L2

controller and the bus controller matches the width of

the L2 data bus.

Designing a system bus with adequate through-

put is key to ensuring good multiprocessor scalability.

Designing high performance buses becomes a greater

challenge as microprocessor clock rates continue to in-

crease. Although ASIC circuit speeds increase as well

with new microprocessor generations, printed circuit

board trace delays and board packaging technology re-

main relatively invariant. In addition, more aggressive

heat sinks may be needed to dissipate heat from faster

microprocessors, increasing spacing between adjacent

boards. Thus, for a given bus topology, the o�-chip

clock multiple that the bus logic runs at will invariably

increase as microprocessor frequencies continue to rise.

Current generation servers use careful electrical de-

sign, wide buses, and in some cases, dual-processor

boards to reduce bus loading and increase through-

put. This is usually done after the microprocessor has

been designed and fabricated. As microprocessor clock

frequencies continue to rapidly increase and multipro-

cessing becomes more prevalent, additional measures

may need to be taken in the microprocessor design

2

An on-chip L2 cache coupled with an o�-chip L3 cache[14]

is also an option, but we don't consider this in this paper.



Parameter On-Chip Values O�-Chip Values

Size 128kB, 192kB 256kB, 512kB, 1MB, 2MB

Associativity 2, 3-way 1-way

SRAMs used | 32kB, 32kB, 128kB, 128kB

Stages 3-5 4-5 (tag only)

Data Width 128-256 64, 128, 64, 128

Tag Ports

4

1 or 2 1 or 2

Table 1: L2 Cache Parameters and Range of Values

phase to ensure adequate multiprocessor bus through-

put. These may include:

� Integrating the bus controller onto the micro-

processor

3

. This eliminates the bus control ASIC

and the associated inter-chip delays. In addition,

if the L2 cache tags are on-chip, they may be dual-

ported to eliminate duplicate snooping tags.

� Integrating the memory controller (MC) onto the

microprocessor. This reduces the length and ca-

pacitive loading of the bus, but at the possible

expense of less exible upgrading capability.

These options, as well as using di�erent width buses

and single or dual processor boards, are examined. As

mentioned above, incorporating two processors on a

board sharing a common bus interface ASIC may re-

duce bus loading. This comes at the expense of greater

latency and more coherency overhead, as bus opera-

tions require microprocessor to bus controller inter-

chip delays, and a duplicate set of snooping tags must

be maintained. However, the duplicate set of tags per-

mits the main L2 cache tags to be single-ported which

may reduce cycle time.

In designing main memory systems, di�erent speed

grade DRAMs present di�erent cost/performance

tradeo�s to the designer. We examine the perfor-

mance di�erence of using 16Mb DRAMs with 40ns

and 50ns access times, and 90ns and 110ns cycle times,

respectively. These speeds are 10ns faster than those

found in [12, 13]. We also examine the di�erence in

performance of two di�erent memory data bus widths

(144 bits and 288 bits, using 8 bits of ECC for each

64 bits of data). We use 4M�4[12] and 2M�8[13]

DRAMs, respectively, for these two bus widths.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the server design space

explored. The broad range of parameters investigated

results in 960 di�erent con�gurations to analyze. A

complete listing of architectural and technology pa-

rameters is being prepared[2].

3

This is already done on some microprocessors, e.g., [9].

4

The value depends on whether a single or dual processor

board is used.

Element Parameter Values

Bus Width 128, 256

Bus Processors/Board 1, 2

Bus Memory Controller separate, integrated

Bus Max Memory Nodes 2, 4

Memory Width 128, 256

Memory DRAM access times 50ns, 40ns

Memory DRAM cycle times 110ns, 90ns

Table 2: System Bus and Main Memory Parameters

and Range of Values

3.2 Workload and Performance Measures

For multiprocessor servers, two popular bench-

marks are SPECrate int92 and SPECrate fp92. For

SPECrate int92, each SPECint92 benchmark is run

with concurrent copies of itself. SPECrate fp92 is

run in a similar manner. Thus, these benchmarks

estimate the coarse-grained multiuser workloads that

predominate on server platforms. STATS emulates

the SPECrate benchmarks as follows. Cache hierar-

chy trace-driven simulations of each of the SPECint92

and SPECfp92 benchmarks are run and performance

statistics gathered. The multiprocessor analytical

model is then run for each benchmark using these

statistics and designer-supplied values for cache coher-

ence parameters (e.g., the probability that upon a load

miss, the block is found modi�ed in another cache).

As these parameters are typically well-known, having

been measured on previous generation machines[3],

the method used by STATS provides su�ciently ac-

curate results in orders of magnitude less time than

multiprocessor simulation.

For space reasons, in this paper we examine three

of the SPECfp92 benchmarks: nasa7, su2cor, and

swm256. Our traces range in size from 87 million to 99

million references. The cache miss rate trends that we

observe using these benchmarks are in agreement with

previous studies such as [7]. Due to space constraints,

we only present results for one and four processor sys-

tems, although runs were made for all con�gurations.

With three benchmarks and the range of parame-

ters described previously, we have 2880 di�erent anal-

yses to perform. As a cache simulation database was

already built up from a previous analysis, STATS was

able to perform this task in less 20 hours on a 175MHz

Alpha 3000 Model 600 workstation.

3.3 Performance Results

We now evaluate the performance impact of the

design alternatives for each of the three benchmarks.

Our goals are to pare down the design space to a

more managable number of con�gurations, and to un-

derstand the impact of various alternatives on per-
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formance. We list the con�gurations with the best

uniprocessor and multiprocessor performance for each

benchmark, and examine the e�ects of L2 cache, sys-

tem bus, and main memory features in turn. We

also discuss the best con�gurations in terms of per-

formance averaged over the three benchmarks.

Tables 3 and 4 list the top �ve performing unipro-

cessor and multiprocessor system con�gurations for

nasa7 and swm256. The results for su2cor are similar

to those for nasa7 except that 3 L2 pipeline stages are

used instead of 5. Con�gurations are rated in instruc-

tions per second (denoted IPS in the tables), and are

ranked by uniprocessor performance as the �rst crite-

ria and multiprocessor performance as the second. A

\U" in the last column indicates that the con�guration

is among the top con�gurations in uniprocessor per-

formance, an \M" represents a con�guration which ex-

cels in multiprocessor performance, and \U,M" means

that the con�guration is among the top con�gurations

in both. In addition, e�ciency (denoted E�), calcu-

lated by dividing the 4-processor IPS by 4 times the

uniprocessor IPS, is shown to gauge the scalability of

each con�guration under the various workloads.

Evaluating L2 cache options for each of the bench-

marks, for both the nasa7 and su2cor benchmarks,

the 192kB con�gurations provide the best uniproces-

sor and multiprocessor performance. As mentioned

above the optimum number of L2 pipeline stages for

nasa7 is 5 and 3 for su2cor. Figure 2 shows how vary-

ing degrees of pipelining a�ects cycle time for the L2

caches studied. Looking at the 192kB cache organi-

zation, we see that pipelining has a signi�cant e�ect

on cycle time. However, su2cor di�ers from nasa7 in

that it exhibits much larger L1 cache miss rates; thus,

the performance improvements gained from the lower

latency of the 3-stage L2 cache organizations bene�ts

su2cor more than the reduced cycle time of the 4 and

5-stage con�gurations. A similar argument holds for

the L2 cache data width. Although the 132-bit wide

organizations are more prevalent, su2cor does bene�t

in some cases from the wider 264-bit caches coupled

with a 4-stage pipeline which tends to o�set some of

the cycle time increase incurred. For both nasa7 and

su2cor, the same L2 cache con�gurations in general

provide the best uniprocessor and multiprocessor per-

formance.

The best performing L2 cache con�gurations for

the swm256 benchmark (Table 4) contrast markedly

with those for nasa7 and su2cor. As noted in [7], the

miss rates for swm256 stay relatively invariant until

the cache size gets very large. From our simulations,

the L2 cache miss rate does not tail o� until the 2MB

cache size is reached. As we see in Figure 2, the cy-

cle time of the 2MB con�guration is much larger than

the other con�gurations, which o�sets the miss rate

bene�t. The reason for this increase in cycle time

is the Decode2 substage delay of the on-chip tag ar-

ray which increases rapidly as the cache size reaches

256kB and beyond. Thus, for uniprocessor IPS, since

the miss rates of the other con�gurations are equally

poor, the best cycle time con�gurations in general de-

liver the best performance results for swm256. Un-

like nasa7 and su2cor, the con�gurations that produce

the best multiprocessor performance have in general

larger L2 caches than the best uniprocessor con�gu-

rations for swm256, which exhibit poor e�ciency due

to very high bus waiting times caused by bus satura-

tion. The 512kB con�gurations, which have slightly

lower L2 cache miss rates than the smaller on-chip

caches (and a wider cache datapath than the 256kB

organizations) provide the best balance between cycle

time and system throughput for multiprocessor per-

formance. The 2MB con�gurations (not shown in the

table) provide greatly improved e�ciency (96.4%) due

to their much lower L2 cache miss rates, resulting in

better system throughput when running swm256. The

di�erence in required L2 cache size for uniprocessor

and multiprocessor con�gurations for swm256 justify

the di�erences in L2 cache sizes found in single pro-

cessor workstations and multiprocessor servers. For

example, the AlphaStation 400 4/233 single proces-

sor workstation contains 512kB of L2 cache while the

AlphaServer 2100[5] has up to 4MB of L2 cache per

processor. As we have shown, larger caches are needed

in a multiprocessor server to ensure that bus waiting

times are kept to a minimum.

Table 5 presents averaged results for the three



L2 Cache System Bus Memory System Performance U or M

Size Stages Data Width CPUs/ Max Integr Data DRAM IPS (�10

6

) E�

Width Board Mem MC Width Access 1 CPU 4 CPUs

192kB 5 132 256 1 4 yes 256 40.00 402.818 1595.966 0.991 U,M

192kB 5 132 128 1 4 yes 256 40.00 402.701 1588.875 0.986 U

192kB 5 132 256 1 4 yes 128 40.00 402.460 1594.576 0.991 U,M

192kB 5 132 256 1 4 yes 256 50.00 402.407 1593.480 0.990 U,M

192kB 5 132 128 1 4 yes 128 40.00 402.343 1587.508 0.986 U

192kB 5 132 256 1 4 yes 128 50.00 402.049 1592.095 0.990 M

192kB 5 132 256 2 4 yes 256 40.00 401.974 1591.285 0.990 M

Table 3: Best Performing Con�gurations for nasa7

L2 Cache System Bus Memory System Performance U or M

Size Stages Data Width CPUs/ Max Integr Data DRAM IPS (�10

6

) E�

Width Board Mem MC Width Access 1 CPU 4 CPUs

128kB 5 132 256 1 4 yes 256 40.00 271.393 577.711 0.532 U

128kB 5 132 256 1 4 yes 128 40.00 265.400 576.325 0.543 U

192kB 4 264 256 1 4 yes 256 40.00 264.539 596.161 0.563 U

128kB 5 132 256 1 4 yes 256 50.00 263.137 572.696 0.544 U

192kB 3 132 256 1 4 yes 256 40.00 262.918 593.441 0.564 U

512kB 4 144 256 2 4 yes 256 40.00 229.382 645.298 0.703 M

512kB 4 144 256 2 4 yes 128 40.00 227.139 642.539 0.707 M

192kB 5 132 256 2 4 yes 256 40.00 241.093 641.692 0.665 M

512kB 5 144 256 2 4 yes 256 40.00 223.783 641.523 0.717 M

192kB 5 132 256 2 4 yes 128 40.00 236.984 639.128 0.674 M

Table 4: Best Performing Con�gurations for swm256

L2 Cache System Bus Memory System Performance U or M

Size Stages Data Width CPUs/ Max Integr Data DRAM IPS (�10

6

) E�

Width Board Mem MC Width Access 1 CPU 4 CPUs

192kB 3 132 256 1 4 yes 256 40.00 314.884 1067.663 0.848 U,M

128kB 5 132 256 1 4 yes 256 40.00 314.814 993.748 0.789 U

192kB 3 132 256 1 4 yes 128 40.00 313.071 1065.275 0.851 U,M

192kB 3 132 128 1 4 yes 256 40.00 312.935 1001.792 0.800 U

192kB 3 132 256 1 4 yes 256 50.00 312.111 1056.742 0.846 U

192kB 5 132 256 2 4 yes 256 40.00 300.610 1069.204 0.890 M

192kB 5 132 256 2 4 yes 128 40.00 298.753 1066.723 0.893 M

192kB 5 132 256 2 4 yes 256 50.00 297.772 1057.148 0.888 M

Table 5: Best Performing Con�gurations for Averaged Results
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benchmarks. Due to the dominance of the 192kB

con�gurations for the nasa7 and su2cor benchmarks,

these provide the best overall results. The modest ef-

�ciency of these con�gurations is due to the swm256

benchmark. Although our results indicate that the

192kB con�gurations provide the best overall balance

between cycle time and system throughput, this con-

�guration is not the best choice for the swm256 bench-

mark running on a multiprocessor con�guration. Im-

plementing a 2MB, o�-chip L3 cache to back up the

192kB on-chip cache would appear to improve the per-

formance of swm256 by signi�cantly reducing bus traf-

�c.

Turning to system bus integration alternatives,

many of these boost the performance of all three

benchmarks considerably, especially swm256, whose

L2 cache miss rates are signi�cantly higher than nasa7

and su2cor. For swm256, using a 256 bit wide sys-

tem bus increases the 4-CPU IPS by roughly 21%,

and greatly improves e�ciency. The integrated mem-

ory controller (MC) option is even more bene�cial, in-

creasing multiprocessor performance in excess of 30%.

Figure 3, which shows bus delay and system clock mul-

tiple for the various bus options, shows why this is the

case. Each integration option has a signi�cant impact

on bus delay. Integrating the MC reduces bus delay

of the single-processor board, 4-memory-module con-

�guration by roughly 21%. It should be noted how-

ever, that a reduction in bus delay does not necessarily

translate into a faster bus frequency. This depends on

whether the reduction in bus delay allows the o�-chip

interface to operate at a lower processor clock multiple

for the particular con�guration.

While nasa7 and su2cor do not bene�t from dual

processor boards, this bus integration measure greatly

improves multiprocessor IPS for the swm256 bench-

mark. The performance of swm256 is highly depen-

dent on bus throughput; the reduction in bus waiting

time obtained from the faster operating dual processor

board bus organization o�sets the increased latency

imposed by the addition of the bus control ASIC. For

nasa7 and su2cor, the additional latency imposed by

the separate bus control ASIC o�sets the bus delay

reduction obtained. Based on the results for swm256,

we expect that servers with larger numbers of proces-

sors than we have investigated would be more likely

to require dual processor boards, as bus throughput

would be more crucial to achieving good performance

for cache-intensive programs. The Hewlett-Packard

T500 server[3], which contains up to 12 processors,

uses dual processor boards because of this require-

ment. For our con�gurations, the averaged results in

Table 5 show that the decision of whether to imple-

ment a single processor board with the bus controller

integrated onto the microprocessor or a dual proces-

sor board with a common bus control ASIC is not

clear-cut. While single processor boards provide best

uniprocessor performance for all benchmarks and best

multiprocessor performance for nasa7 and su2cor, the

dual processor boards o�er a signi�cant performance

improvement over single processor boards for swm256.

The best choice depends on the relative importance of

these and other criteria such as cost, modularity, and

power consumption. The main point is that using the

STATS methodology provides the information neces-

sary to make the best decision.

The memory enhancements (a wider data bus and

faster DRAMs) provide very little performance bene-

�t for all benchmarks. Our choice of a 32-byte block

size, which with a 128-bit memory data bus requires

only two memory accesses, partially explains why the

performance improvement is so small. With a larger

choice of block size, more signi�cant improvements

may be obtained.

In summary, for the benchmarks we have run, our

results indicate that future high end microprocessors,

to be integrated into high performance multiprocessor

servers, should continue the cache hierarchy strategy

established in the 21164 microprocessor. A pipelined,

on-chip 192kB L2 cache should be implemented while

providing the capability for a larger optional o�-chip

L3 cache for cache-intensive benchmarks like swm256.

We have also shown that in order to maximize the mul-

tiprocessor performance of next-generation servers, at-

tention needs to be paid in the microprocessor design

phase to bus throughput enhancing options, like inte-

grating the memory controller onto the microproces-

sor, and providing the capability to link two proces-

sors with a common bus interface ASIC, to reduce bus

propagation delay.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

As VLSI integration levels continue to increase, the

design of high performance systems becomes increas-

ingly complex. We have developed STATS, a compre-

hensive environment for making design tradeo�s, to

address this issue. Using STATS, we have explored

tradeo�s in the design of next-generation multipro-

cessor servers, for a range of parameters spanning

the cache hierarchy, system bus, and main memory

system. Results for three of the SPEC benchmarks

demonstrate how STATS can be used to analyze com-

plex design spaces.

We are currently integrating a pipeline simulator

and compiler into STATS. This will allow performance



and technology tradeo�s to be made at all architec-

tural levels. Area and power consumption models

are being developed to include these important cri-

teria in design decisions. Although STATS is e�ective

at quickly analyzing a design space, more intelligent

search methods may be necessary as the number of

varied parameters increases. An approach like [15], in

which a genetic algorithm is used to search the design

space, is an area for future investigation.
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